


Celebrating your child’s 
naming

 Naming ceremonies are a charming way to embrace family and friends 
and importantly provide a lovely recognition of a new member of your 
family, and the hopes and dreams parents hold for their child. 

 A naming ceremony formally introduces your child to family and 

friends, and importantly confirms and bestows upon the baby or child 

their chosen names in a lovely celebration that acknowledges the pure 

love and wonderful qualities and strong family and friendship bonds 

that surround your child. 

 If you want fun – we create it

 If you want religious – we include it

 If you want family heritage incorporated – we design it

 If you want cultural inclusions – we do it

 If you are not sure what you do want – then we will talk and 
we will create the dream!

 No stress, just fun and working together to ensure we create the 
Naming ceremony for your darling baby or child!



Who can be 
included in a Naming 

Ceremony?
Grandparents
Your Siblings 

Best friends & Mates
Children in your family

even much loved
pets!



What detail is included in a 
Naming Ceremony?

 Firstly we gather the facts about how you chose the name(s), your 
first thoughts when you found out you were to be parent(s), any 
medical concerns that needed to be managed, any funny situations 
or stories to include, how when and where was baby born etc.

 Decide on who you would like to have as godparents/life guardians, 
if you are including the grandparents and great grandparents, and 
any other children in the family.

 Will anyone do a reading or poem?
 Are you including a lovely ritual?

 How to decide – that is where I help you with suggestions and 
ideas, and we create a perfect ceremony!



Creating your 
lovely ceremony

 I provide you with a document to capture the essence of the ceremony.

 There are many lovely rituals we can add into your ceremony, and I’ll 
give you so many ideas to consider.

 I have a large selection of  readings you may like included

 I’ll gain an insight into whats important to you and ensure I capture the 
essence of everything you would like to include into the ceremony 

 I’ll then create a draft, and work with you to finalise it so it is perfect and 
exactly what you want.

 I take a lot of time to personally write every ceremony for my couples!

 I will provide lovely certificates to everyone you would like included, and 
provide you with a keepsake copy of your ceremony.



Let’s do it! 
Contact Karen. 
Book your 
day, date and 
time.
Karen Brown 
Civil Celebrant and  JP

Mobile: 0409 127 829  

Email: karen@atimelesslove.com.au

Website: www.atimelesslove.com.au

Facebook: @atimelesslovekarenbrown
Instagram: @atimelesslovecelebrant_k_brown

mailto:karen@atimelesslove.com.au
http://www.atimelesslove.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/atimelesslovekarenbrown
https://www.instagram.com/atimelesslovemarriagecelebrant/

